Dull percussion note somewhere on the right hemisphere with decreased TVF, with fever and tachypnea and tachycardia, which is not found?

- deviation of the trachea to the left
- bronchial breathing sounds on the upper edge of the middle (sth?) on the right side
- whispering pectoriloquy
- diminished vesicular breathing sounds over the right middle (sth?)
- decreased chest expansion on the right side

all of the following are true about empyema except:

>>> increased TVF

clinical case with SOB, cough, history of chronic cough of her brother cavitation of the lung upper lobes... what's the most likely diagnosis:

>>> activation of TB

all of the following has decreased or absent TVF except:

>>> pulmonary hemorrhage

all of the following can be seen in idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis except:

>>> coarse late expiratory crakles

a COPD pt, smoker with 40 pack years, which of the following support the development of lung cancer:

>>> clubbing with bilateral wrist joint swelling
a question about superior vena cava obstruction

a- most commonly cause by a compressing lung tumor
b- cervical and scalene lymph nodes should be examined
C. flapping tremor is common
D. abdomino-jugular reflux is absent

all of the following support the diagnosis of pneumonia except:
>>> flapping tremor is a common finding

all of the following support the diagnosis of severe community acquired pneumonia except:
>>> systolic pressure more than 90 mmHg

clubbing can be seen in all of the following conditions except:
>>> COPD

which of the following is true:

a- cheyne-stokes respiration is not always pathological
b- periodic breathing indicate intact respiratory centers
c- hyperventilation caused by acute anxiety is a deep, rapid breathing pattern
d- hyperventilation result in tetany and grand mal seizure
e- kussmal respiration occurs in response to metabolic alkalosis

all of the following are correctly matched to the lung disease caused by except:
>>> mesothelioma .... silica
all of the following are correct combination of drug and the respiratory condition caused by except:
>>> B2 agonist .... bronchoconstriction

all of the following are true except:
>>> wheeze is a reliable indicator for the severity of asthma

all of the following sounds can be heard by auscultation of the chest wall except:
>>> stridor

all of the following are presented with acute breathlessness except:
>>> anemia

all of the following cause sharp, localized chest pain except:

a- rib metastasis <<
b- rib fracture
c- pneumothorax
d- pneumonia
e- pulmonary embolism

all of the following are red flags if associated with cough except:
>>> wheeze